
What appearsto the human mind to be a powerful and active person — a veritable
Goliath— is in fact individual man expressing the power and action of the one Godmind.
There is no personal selfhood. The selfhood that is presenthere is God-mind in
mental, spiritual manifestation or man. Each individual here is the mental, spiritual
showing forth of the one selfhood, God.
We do not have to overcome evil persons or evil conditions in order to be liberated
from our problems. We liberate ourselves by overcoming the mesmeric suggestions,
wielded by the carnal mind, that man is a person and, is the cause ofevil conditions. We,
like David, should not be mesmerized by evil presentations, even though appearing as
great personal power, activity, domination, war, etc. Much of the time Christian
Scientists are giving power to the Goliaths of today, when they should be using the small
round stones of true understanding to destroy the mesmerism of life and intelligence in
matter.

When erroneous mental pictures seem to confront us, we should realize the
necessity ofovercoming them instantly. Mrs. Eddy once said, "Error comes to you for
life, and you give it all the life it has." To overcome any error that seems to confront us,
we must realize that it is a mental suggestion only, and then replace the suggestion with
the truth or spiritual fact. The wrong mental or evil suggestion can be overcome by the
right mental or true thought, because right thinking is the activity of the divine Mind
presentas the action and power that is Truth and Life. Right thinking is never the activity
ofthe human mind. Right thinking is always divine Mind in action, and is supreme
power.

Christian Science proves that quick rejection from consciousness ofdisturbing,
morbid, fearful, selfish thoughts prevents them from taking effect in one's experience.
As we realize the dominant influence ofright scientific thinking, we overcome the
misconceptions that we can be governed by chance or circumstances or any form ofevil.
Our protection from all seeming evil lies in spiritual thinking. As we rise to higher
realms of thought, we automatically transcend evil conditions.
Our present world is not outside of us. It is a mental world, a state ofconsciousness;
and we, like Jesus, are to overcome the entire material concept of it. Overcoming is
always a mental contest within the consciousness ofthe individual — a contest between
our understandingof the spiritual fact that God is all, and the belief in the misconception
that evil is presence and power.
Our enemies are purely mental. They are our human thoughts and fears, our
misconceptions ofman as personal andouruniverse as material. Our spiritual ascent
above the finite material sense of a personal selfhood and a material world, is made
within the realmofour individual consciousness. We overcome only by obedienceto the
truth of being.

6. BODY

At last year'sassociation there was read and discussed a paper on the subject
'Body,' and many times sincethen I havebeenasked either to repeat thatpaper or give
something further on the same subject.
In giving the lesson on body last year, it was my hope that it would provehelpful
to those who were making the mental adjustment from the false concept that their present
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